
BGE’s 2017/2018 Contractor Assistance Program   

BGE’s Vegetation Management Unit is becoming increasingly concerned that some private tree 

contractors are taking chances and endangering their employees by working near our energized 

overhead powerlines. The Maryland High Voltage Line Act (MD HVLA) requires that no person or 

equipment shall come closer than 10 ft. from energized wires.  We would like to take this opportunity to 

update MAA members about BGE’s Contractor Assistance Program so that you have a clear 

understanding of the services we provide and how our assistance might affect the way you do business.  

This update involves BGE assistance to private tree contractors working for property owners on 

privately-owned trees growing near our overhead wires within BGE’s service territory.  

We have always been concerned for the safety of private contractors working near overhead electric 

lines in our service territory.  We are committed to providing the appropriate support and services 

needed to ensure safe working environments for tree contractors, to prevent service interruptions to 

our customers, and to maintain a safe system overall.   

Each time you assess a request from your client for private tree care that requires BGE assistance, please 

take in to consideration the potential delays, cancellations, and risks involved before accepting the job.   

 To make your experience with BGE as hassle-free as possible, start out with these tips:    

•Know that delivering safe, reliable electric service to all our customers is our primary focus and 

to accept contractors for tree jobs near our powerlines is different than other tree work not 

associated with powerlines.  There may be delays, cancellations, and both you and your client 

need to be aware of that fact. 

•Match your skills to the job when bidding. Do not rely on BGE contractors to do the work for 

you.  We may elect to deenergize the lines/set up a planned outage, prune to provide the 

clearance, or in some cases do nothing if you have the required clearance.  This is especially 

important when you choose to use a crane to work trees. 

•Mark the trees that you want BGE to inspect for potential assistance.  That means make it 

obvious on the contract assistance form and on site which trees you plan to prune versus 

remove. - Use the BGE Contractor assistance form.  

•Call BGE’s Customer Care Center at 1-800-685-0123 four days in advance to schedule a “Loop 

Drop”.   

The “service loop,”  “loop line” is the BGE secondary line (normally 120/240 volts) that runs 

from our pole and is directly connected to the house.   

Loop drops are scheduled through our main customer service line and are not handled by our 

Vegetation Management Unit.  



If there is adverse weather on our system on the day of the scheduled loop drop, the loop drop 

may be cancelled without notice to the homeowner or tree contractor in order to move 

resources to restore electric service.   

Please give BGE representative time for the inspection (usually within 10 days).  He or she will contact 

you directly with the outcome of the inspection and discuss options. If we need to set up a planned 

outage, this timeframe will be extended (as much as 4-8 additional weeks) as our vegetation 

management unit will require the assistance of BGE overhead construction resources and we need to 

schedule with them.   

If we elect to prune to provide the clearance, we will assign the job to our in–house tree contractor 

crews and they will work it in a timely manner. As always, all clean-up is the responsibility of the private 

tree contractor working for the property owner.  

 We will continue to do what is required to support you working near our energized equipment.  Some 

of the things you can do to help: 

• Make everything clear on your Contractor Assistance Request form. 

• Mark the trees you plan to work. 

• Let your client know what to expect and about the potential for delays. 

• If we elect to provide a planned outage versus providing the clearance, we ask that you 

plan your work carefully to minimize the time required for the outage.  

• Work within the agreed upon outage start and stop times. 

• Report to the job site at least 15 minutes before the start time of the outage. 

We look forward to your continued cooperation.  Working within the MD HVLA requirements is 

not only the law but it cold be a matter of life and death! 


